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rt
I
a
few
tU,
tancla to the murder of Juan Peralta Department and that the same was apIt was apparent that action on the ry county, was broken Into by a boy of the Lincoln county jail last week Me
he
the . treaty last week, who stole a rifle. The boy was recaptured. It seems he took too moa
at Tajique on May 28, 1911.
proved by the President and the Sen- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) resolution
terminating
Dec, 18. "The would be delayed unOI-lat- e
Washington, D.
in the day. was bound over to the grand jury in much fire water on board Immediately 1
Territorial Funoa,
ate of the United States,
" wm.
evidence, a. the court declared, at this
The following sums of money were
The two commissions go to Major International rate case," Involving the
$250 ball.
Goe. Over Until Tomorrow.
re
himself
and
his
free
upon
finding
late date, was too incomplete and
received in the office of R. J. Palen, Lehman, present commandant of the constitutionality of the long and short
House leader, including Chairman
capture was an easy matter.
d
manner.
vague to Incriminate Espalin.
treasurer of the territory on Satur-- Cadets at the Institute and a former haul amendment in 1910 to the Inter aniiar. todav said that the House tude in an
steam
... "It looks too much like the
dsv: Cleofes Romero, superintend- - graduate of that school and to M. F state Commerce law was today ad would gladly, accept the Senate
in Doctor'. Office A
Gun
Play
ent of the territorial .penitentiary, on Short, who was last year graduated vanced by the supreme court 6f the
Senator Heyburn objected to roller process to bring Into the Sen- charge of assault brought by Dr. Pos- - CHARLES W. MORSE DYING
account of convicts' earnings, 1322.25; Us the first captain of the corps of United States for hearing on Monday, the consideration of the resolution to- ate a resolution and a message and ask nansky against H. E. Sanborn, i. the 8LOWLY OF ARTERIOSCLEROSIS.
lames A. Baird. treasurer of Otero cadets. . Mr. Short's commission dates February 19. A'v'V-v- '., '"''
outcome of a little encounter which
day and under the rules of the Senate immediate consideration.
WIr to New Mexican)
"The Russian aovernment is a dif
Mtnntv t7.624.83: John Joerns, Bank I from Sept. ZS, mi, ana Major uon
it went oyer until tomorrow.
last night in the doctor's of (Br Special Leavl
happened
v.
when
was
C, Dec. 18. cnaries
on
1911.
Washington,
Lieutenant
it
than
examin-DEAL
ferent
from
BIG
7,
Oct.
CLOSED
man's
LAND
bank
n
of
at
account
government
on
spoke
lengtn
Senator Heyburn
examiner
flee In the Capital City Bank building, w Morge j8 .lowly dying, according
was
made.
criticize
wxu.
o
to
iu
w
ouun
uruercu
sennn.
wuwu,
EDDY
that
AT
i
seemed
if.
n
treaty
and
f'tiariAii
COUNTY.
LOVING,
iier.
his motion
"
BUUU
and In which fist, and a heavy caliber t0 a rep0rt of the medical officer, of
...
Sentiment vs. Judgment.
nn account oil run. jjGaveuwunn, juu. oiu. uicuwsuAuisinaap
members who had publicly expressed
gun figured. The doctor, Sanborn al-- the army hospital at Fort McPhenon.
nohi?
moment's
received
or
a
ant
"Whether:
Lehman has not yet
not, at
At Loving, Eddy county, P. J.
their opinions.
Toad funds, $500.00.
the door, Ga. They say that his present condl- tice we should deal with the question leges, shot at him through
traded 280 acres of l.nd with
- Object, to Steam Roller.
Gr.du.te. Comml orders.
Miliary
we would with the payment ot mile- but admit, that he had "beaten the tion is grave but that his aliment (ArF. T. Cook of Oklahoma City for resias
the
in
vote
newspapers
not
did
I
The charge, are being teriosclerost.) 1. progressive and Indoctor
up."
too
me.
be
A
It
will
openrather
bank
lookj
dence
flat
Bald.
and
valued
postal
he
.tagger,
at yesterday,"
Record show.
age
property:,
..rings
rrv.
Grant couuty on $4,450 and sold Cook livestock to the "I do not think tne senate snouio. much like sentiment instead of Judg- - heard in Judge Garcia', court this aft curable, although it 1. not predicted,
that two graduates of the New Me led at Lordsharg,
when the end will come.
ernoon.
amount of $5,575 cash.
o.
dispose of a matter ot such magnl- jnenf
leo Military Institute were recently
.
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The Little
to the Front

THE

I
SONG-MAKE-

$54,953;

D. B.

Gordon,

Jaeger, (American Light

(By Sara Teasdale.)

$65,262;
&

Water

DECEMBER 18, 1911.
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G.
Co.)

Nut Cake

May field Shaw Cons. Co.,
Simply Delicious
E. M. Eby, $61,654; J. C- - Huff
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
Peter O'Brien Cons. Co.,
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
M. F. Dicus, $63,427; W. F.
In giving this recipe, Mrs. Hill bePlummer Co., $56,387.85; W. Jennings
i lieves it to lie one of the best
&
Hamilton
Bros,
Woods, $73,304.82;
I was a weaver deaf and blind;
been her good for
Cons. Co., $60,127; W. E. Anderson, cake recipes it has
A miracle was wrought for me.
to
make. The simplicity ana uni
tune
$60,463.61; Central Cons. Co.,
But I have lost my skill to weave
formly good results will appeal to every
W. W. Cook & Son, $56,921.75. housewife
Since I can see.
The contract was not awarded at once
HAVE THEM.
For while I sang ah, swift and in order to give the engineer time to
thoroughly examine specifications of
strange!
have CHRISTMAS TURKEYS for our Customers Love
individual bidder.
each
cn
the
me
touched
and
passed
brow.
Prohibition Makes Amariilo Good
And I who made so many songs
Town.
Am silent now.
K C Nut Call
A statement was issue at Amariilo,
One-hacutis sran- cub
hitter;
that
the
police department,
Texas, by
2
U
cups flour;
ulated
cup
milk;
sugar;
the
been
made
by
only one arrest has
2 level teaspoonfuls K C Baking Pow
AROUND THE STATE
city authorities since the local option der 1 cup of nut meats chopped fine;
law became effective in Amariilo, now whites
oj eggs, oeaten ary.
one month ago. The city jail has stood
flour
and baking powder together,
Sift
Hagerman State President.
open for the past month, a record
Cream the butter, add the
Herbert J. Hagerman never before known in the history of three times.
then alternately, the milk and
has heen appointed state president for the municipality. During the month sugar;
the flour mixture; lastly the whites o!
New Mexico of the National Citizens' o! October there were 38 arrests and eggs and the nut meats. Bake in a
ob
to
League whose main object is
detentions by the city officers and for sheet in a shallow pan thirty or forty
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Southern Corr.or Plaza.
cover with the
tain national currency reform.
the first half of the month of Novenv minutes. When cold whole
PURCHASE8,
CASH
ALU
WITH
TICKETS
nut meats.
REGISTER
decorate with
WE GIVE
into the drag icing and
ber, 17 others
an excellent white cake recipe
is
also
This
Train Plunges Into Arroyo.
net of the police department. From when nuts are omitted.
The giving way of a railway bridge the middle of November to the middle
Chocolate Icing1
WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOS
wrecked
ounce
One cup granulated sugar;
at Santa Rita, Grant county,
of December only one person has been
AND HARDWARE FROM US.
CUTLERY
a train that was passing over it at the arrested and locked in the station for chocolate; white of 1 egg, beaten dry;
if.' J;
WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS
OF
COURSE,
cup
teaspoonful vanilla extract;
time, precipitating all the cars except city prisoners. The showing of the
WEAR THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
the engine and one car. Three men county officers of petty criminal work, water.
A' D M
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SE
Stir the sugar, chocolate and watej
were injured.
has been in keeping with the report until
cover and let GOOD IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG. WE DON'T DO THIS OFTEN
the
mixture
boils;
made by the city officers, less than five boil three minutes. Uncover and let
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
BECAUSE WE HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF
'
"
Steam Laundry Burns at Santa Rita. persons having been incarcerated on boil till when tested in cold water a soft
GOODS THAT DID NOT STAND THE TEST.
Fresh
Our Bakery is always going.
The steam laundry at Santa Rita misdemeanor charges, during the time ball may be formed; beat into the white
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Grant county, was burned to the indicated.
of egg, then beat until cold, add vanilla.
Wood-Davi- s
The nut cnramel frosting sriven on page forty
ground last week. The machinery
of
in
Book
used
be
of
C
place
the
K
Cook's
may
and building are a total loss. The DEATH OF BISHOP
If Its Hardware We Have lb
Phone 14
Phone 14.
the chocolate frosting, if desired. A copy of
on Thursday and
Delicious Cream
the Cook's Book, handsomely illustrated in 9
laundry was owned by a company, and
J. M. KENDRICK SATURDAY, colors,
send
the
will
if
will be mailed free, you
conducted by a Jap.
cans of K
colored certificate packed in
C Baking Powder to the Jaques Mfg. Co.,
Is
Kendrick
Also
Mrs.
Very
Black.
Reported
86
Chicago.
none,
Springier Chooses Mayor By Lot.
Low, and Daughter Is SeriThe board of trustees of Springer,
ously III.
owing to the removal of Mayor C. F.
rillos, also principal owner of the
Hortenstein from the city, decided to
Real sorrow came to many in Santa Tom Payne mining claims in Hungry
C ij C
noon af
draw lots, and it fell to Julian Trujillo
Fe when
learned from the New Gulch district, died Saturday
C I?
member of the board,' to accept the Mexican they board
illness.
three
ter
days'
bulletin
Saturday evenmayorship, and he was then installed ing that Bishop J. VI. Kendrick had
Handsome
Handsome J
into office.
NOTICE.
succumbed to his illness at a sanitar"Sealed bids will be received up to
ium at Pasadena, California, the even
Demonstration Train Will Start
resi- 12 o'clock noon of December 28 by
XMAS
a
before.
For
many
years
ing
January 10.
the Board of County Commissioners
The Santa Fe's agricultural demon dent of Santa Fe, he had been the spir of Santa Fe County for the excavation
stration train will start from Mesilla itual father of a large number. As at the west, approach, and the fill at
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Park on January 10, and from Las bishop of the diocese of New Mexico the east abutment of the new steel
Cruces on January 11. Every part of and Arizona, and lately of New Mexi
located at Los Cerrillos, N. M.
ALFALFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package the Santa Fe system will be visited. co alone, he was
frequent and al bridge
The
quantities are as
approximate
Mrs.
welcome
Kendrick
visitor.
The train has been planned by the ways
about 250 cubio
follows:
excavation,
Fe
Santa Fe, the Agricultural College and is very low anu not expected to live, yards, and the fill about 475 cubic
3
The only exclusive grain house in
and a daughter, Mrs. Edward Wil
the Bureau of Immigration.
liams, is critically ill at Phoenix. The yards.
to acquaint
Bidders are
funeral of Bishop Kendrick will take themselves withrequested
IS AT OUR STORE. COME
Died of Strychnine Poisoning.
nature of the mathe
A second examination is to be made place at Phoenix tomorrow.
AND SELECT. YOUR GIFTS.
to be moved, and to state in the
terial
A LARGE
SUPPLY AT
Phone Black by City Chemist Lamb of El Paso of John Mills Kendrick was born at proposals the price per cubic yard for
the stomach of Walter Beebe. who Gambler, O., and received his educa additional work.
SMALL COST.
incame to his death suddenly at the tion
that city and at Marietta Col
Address all bids in a separate en
Phone 6619 Black.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Plaza hotel. Mrs. Walter Beebe was lege, Marietta, O., He was ordained a velope, to Mr. I. Sparks, Chairman,
arrested by Chief of Detectives Stan-sel- , deacon in 1864, and after several years Board of County Commissioners, Sanon the charge of having adminis experience as rector and missionary ta
Fe, N. M.
tered strychnine to her husband.
in the East he came West, being sta
The board reserves the right to retioned at Leavenworth, Kan., for some ject any and all bids.
War on Gambling.
years before coming to Santa Fe.
I. SPARKS,
All gambling must be obliterated in
Chairman.
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
.
Denver by January 1, according to the ENTRIES FOR RACES
Santa Fe, Dec. 13th, 1911.
committee
dictates of the
TOMORROW AT JUAREZ
ot the Retail Association, which began its investigations with an exami (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
nation of the "suit clubs" and contin
Juarez, Mex.. Dec. 18. First race,
ued with the candy cards, dice games selling six furlongs. X Virginia Lind-se- TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
and other gambling devices employed
102, Fern L. Emma G, Mauretania
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
in this city in violation of the law.
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Mapleton, Little Jane, Gelico 107,
WATCH FOR BIG AD
KIDNEY
and BLADDER TROUBLE,
New
Henderson
110,
Capital
Judge
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
A Dastardly Crime.
112.
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
Calvin Crawford, who is charged
Second race, selling, three year olds, KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
with abducting fourteen year old Su- seven furlongs. Heretic, Yo Solo,
sie Lawrence was bound over at Lake-- Lady Macy, Lily Paxton, Ben Uncas, BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
wood to the Eddy county grand jury 107, Quartermaster, Pita-Pa- t
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
110.
under bond of $2,000 which he was unThird race, purse 2 year olds, 51-MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
able to give. He is now in the Eddy furlongs. Baby Doll 103, John R.
VEOPLB
and
for
WOMEN.
county jail awaiting the grand jury's Clay, 106, Florence Kripp Nada Mas
For sale hv all drrgglsta.
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Improved
action. Crawford is 35 years old and Manasseh, Bill Anderson, Isom, Bessie
CAD
his wife is in California.
110
Amon,
andR8flcLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
BTank, Upright, Wrath,
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
Guaranola, 113.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
Almost Perished in Snow Storm.
Fourth race, purse, all ages, five fur
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesoque at a Bargain.!?!Lucy Brent, aged nine years, and longs. Calisse 97; Flying Wolf, Se- ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
her younger sister, Anna, were lost in bago, 101, Lyte Knight, John Griffin,
the snow storm for several hours in II, 103, Glorio 106, Miss Roberts, 107,
For Best Laundry Work
Modern Residences for Rent.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
the neighborhood of their parents' Pride of Lismore, 120.
are ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your claim, near Bynum, Chaves county. Fifth race, selling, one mile. Dutch BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
The girls' parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rock 103 Lacrose 104, Uncle Ben 106,
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Brent, had sent them on a burro to Roy Junior, Crossover 111.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
Ave.
the house of a neighbor, two miles
Sixth race, selling six furlongs. Fun
and' Arizona purchasers.
on
the
children
away. The
stopped
damental, L. M. Rekart, Light Knight,
way home to play and were overtaken Black Mate. Braxton 107, Ed Kreck, Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
by night and the storm. They soon Bellsnicker, Miami,
Hidden
Hand,
lost their way and did not trust the Meddling Hannah, 112.
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
Red No. 23.
Phone
Phone, Red No. 23
AfS D RETAIL
burro, trying to drive in a direction
X Apprentice allowance.
LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico they
was
home.
about
After
thought
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
five hours of riding, they could no THOMAS BROWN DIES AT
RATON
longer stick to the burro and slid off
YANKEE
FRANKLYN AFTER ILLNESS.
and laid down in the snow to await
CERRILLOS
KERR'S
FOR
SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
the coming ot their parents. They fin Was Owner of Consolidated Mining
were
found
ally
by searching parties.
and Smelting Company and
LAUNDRY.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithitg Coal. Steam Coal.
of Tom Payne Mine.
Phone us, we will be glad to call tor
sawea wood end Kindling.
Ten Indictments.
on Mondays and TuesMONTEZUMA AVKNUB
The grand jury at Estancla made a Franklin, Pa., Dec. 18. Thomas your laundry
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
and deliver on Thursdays and
Near A. T. & S. P, Uepot,
report returning ten true bills, and Brown of this city, aged about sixty days
85
Fridays.
evicases
the
which
five
Telephone
in
reporting
Telephone 85
seven years, present and principal
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
dence adduced did not warrant the stockholder of the late Consolidated
finding of an indictment and also re Mining ad Smelting Company of Cer- are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
porting several cases as under considThe court
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
eration, but uncompleted.
dismissed the grand jury to meet
HOWS THIS?
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
again on the morning of January 15,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
1?12, when the work of the court will ward
can
for any case of Catarrh that
The cases in not be cured
again he taken up.
by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
which arrests have been made are:
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
Francisco Sanchez, assault with intent
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
We, the undersigned, have known P,
to kill; Juan Sanchez, Nepumoceno
J. Cheney for the last. 15 yean, and be
PHONE, RED 100.
Lueras and Evarista Lueras, larceny
La Salie
honorable la all
of a steer; Martin Vallejos, larceny lieve him perfectly
business
and
transactions
financially
of cow; George B. Brown, larceny of
CHAS.GANN, Prop.
able to carry out any obligations made
cattle, and George W. Ford, larceny of
in
in
Telephoned.
by his firm.
cattle.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. Regular Meals 25 cents.
Las Cruces Will Have Sewer 8ystem,
Hall's
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Catarrh Cure is taken Intersewer
Bids
for
the
for
construction
1
Per hire at pepular arleee Sua glet and saddle heme.
Short Orders at All Hours.
nally,
directly upon the blood
acting
di
were
the
Las Cruces
under
opened
CHUCK'S HACK JJNE
THE0D01E C0MICK, Pnp.
rection of Mayor Young, and the board and mucous surfaces of the system.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
of trustees ot the city, with the fol Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Phone Black 112.
French Noodle Order 20c a dlan,
lofl Bitpar Avenn
lowing results: Fred Dieter, $65,000; per bottle. Sold by all Draggiats.
New York Chop Suer 60a
F. R. Stone, $56,437.55; Bash & Gray, potion. ,.

Always

I made a hundred little songs
That told the Joy and pain of love,
And sang them blithely, tho" I knew
No whit thereof.

$61,654;

$57,-69-

$77,-53-

Cooking and Baking Bags
WE

We'll

Grape bruits,
Oranges,
Bananas,
Plum
Pudding, Nuts.
Cranberries,

All Kinds of Vegetables.

INTER

Holly and

r

Wreaths.

Vo

G

had-fall-

f

lti

lf

en

The Delicatessen Store,

.

.

Hardware Co.

Puffs

Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
s

J

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.

MAS

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

GIFTS

gss a

Sanla

Phoneack

fJERSCH

g a a

j

ggj

SANTA CLAUS

45

Why Import Mineral Water ?

SPECIAL SALE
at

anti-lotter- y

Foloy Kidney Pills

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

y

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hi jjh Ball Ginger Ale

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

2

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

rUi

CAIE

JilX

mperiai Laundry

-

company

ad

F. M. JONES.

oal

9

WHOLESALE

Screened

3
Hi

f LUMBER & COAL YARD
R.

-

LIVERY' STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

Restaurant

'Phone 9

When Ueed of Anything
the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

.

RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOH

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

CkAsim&s Gsfto &? Everyone
We extend a SPECIAL INVITATION to the public to come
in and look over our line of

Perfumes, Toilet Water,
Fountain PeflSt

I

Hand-Paint- ed

I

Safety Razors,
Imported and Domestic

Briar

Stationery, Brushes,
i:

Lump

.

" The
Quality Coal."

r

A)AAfll
V66

HUBB'S

J. CRICHTON

DAWSON COAL

I
I
I

Palace

Noveltls.

.

Cifin,

n Pipes.
Johnston's Candlzs.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213
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Only Five More Christmas Shopping Days Left

SEH OMAN BROTHERS
COMPANY
ed
HAVP

PDftvincn wci

i

vrui

Dress Suit Cases, Hand Bags, Traveling Cases and Ladies Shopping Bags
-

I

The Toyland is Loaded

A LONG FELT WANT

Fine

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

sucltasyou

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

Big Cities.

Experts

CAN

Pf

Them.

DO IT.

FOR LADIES

Jj

Busi-

in Their
Line.

FOR GENTS

$25.00

$20.00

UP

UP
Work Will Please You
Promptness will Satisfy You
Many years of experience means
Work that cannot be equaled and a
trial order will convince you.

Our

WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A

SUIT OR AN OVERCOAT WITH THE

Capital TailorQ
"

SYUFY & YOUNG.

III

San Francisco Street,

SANTA

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are me Una tablet
of the local railroads:
"A. T. A

'

. F. Ry."

"

Leave

"

8:10 a. m., to connect 'with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
p. m."

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
eaBtbound.

Returning arrive

at Santa

Fe

at

8:35 P. m.

:

Leave Santa Fe at 8:60 p. m. to con-ne-ct
with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
P. m.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of-f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. sn. instead of 7:20
as faeretoiot a. Connection leaves Albuquerque t 7:55 p. m. instead of
2:20 a. m.

D.

aft. a.

ny.
or nortu.

Leaves 10:05 a. m.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north,
New extee central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
8 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east
,

-

FE, NEW

MEXICO

GOOD WORK.
Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens
Tell of it.
Nearly every reader has heard of
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
In Santa Fe still continues, and our
citizens are constantly adding endorsement by public testimony. No better
proof of merit can be had than the
experience of friends and neighbors.
Read this case:,
Alberta Garcia, ualisteo St., Santa
Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem it a
pleasure to corroborate the public
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. 1
found them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunity
has been presented. For two vnr. 1
was fn bad shape from backache and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to my notice,
i resoivea to try them. I procured a
box and they not only drove away
backache, but reenlatad the,
Of the kidney secretions and tnnnrt nn
my entire system."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
cents. '
Co.. Rnffnln
New Tork, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the - name noun's an.i
take no other. Foster-Mllbur-

ar

Are You a Sellerr
affvertlse-men- t
in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on ibe market effectively.- - It will put

the

facts-o-

f

year property before thr

eyes of all possible buyei a.

Let Him Know It IT you are out ol
position, you must let the employer
know It A wast advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man In ibe city
Mil mimiT and a rreat many In the
territory. If yon have any special tat
do not hide It nnaer a puanei.

.Have you Purnlsheorfiooms to Rentf
A little campaign Want advertising
(n the New Mexican will keep the Income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to use them.

It

Try a New Mexican .Want Ad. It
brings results. .:.
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POPE PIUS

"

The ceremony was unique and aroused keen interest, for not only members of the Cathedral parish but Catholics from other parishes and
as well, vied with one another to do honor to the priest who
has labored for 43 years in New Mexico and who celebrated on December
12 his 70th birthday.
The joyous ringing of the silvery
toned Cathedral bells at 9:30 o'clock
proclaimed to the world that an impressive ceremony was about to be
held in the famous Cathedral.
Hundreds and hundreds of people had already entered the church and taken
seats. Others including several gorgeously gowned Indians, arrived every

"Your pastor," he continued, "now Is a
domestic prelate of His Holiness."
Horse
Then the Archbishop in a pleasing
Removand simple way, told how the Holy
His
Mexico.
Father had come to grant the honor.
I am
The Archbishop in visiting the Pope
arranging to change my business location from Cedar
this summer mentioned to the head Rapids, la., to Et Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
of the church the long and worthy shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
services of the vicar general of the 1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
archdiocese of Santa Fe, "of the Holy all stockmen who are in need of .Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Faith" and asked the Pope that this Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
honor be conferred in recognition of and
Bucks at very reasonable
Please

America's Largest
and Jack Importer,
Business to New
ing

PRELATE

Great Throng of Friends of Beloved Priest Witness His
Investure With Purple at Hands of the Most Rev.
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, in the Cathedral of St.
Francis.-Pont- iff
and Archbishop Praise His Zeal.
The New Prelate's Career.
Even the immense Cathedral of St.
Francis was too small to hold the
throng that gathered there yesterday
morning to witness the investiture of
the Right Rev. Monsignor Antonio
Fourchegu, vicar general of the archdiocese of Santa Fe as a domestic
prelate of the Pope Pius X, which honor was conferred upon the request of
the Most Rev. Archbishop J. B.

Over
W. L. DeCLOW,

M0NSI6N0R
DOMESTIC

the Latin language (1) because it was
the language of Rome whence faith
came to her children; (2) because Latin being a dead language it is not
ever changing as present day languages; (3) because the use of the
same language throughout the church
represents and furthers the union and
unity of its members. The Roman
Catholics are one family, and their
services are conducted in one language and there is comfort to them
In the thought that the early Christians in the time of the Apostles prayed in the same words as the priest
does today. It is not necessary tor one
hearing mass to understand every
word the priest says; the important
point is not the words of the prayers
but the meaning of the sacrificial action which is performed at the mass.
Following the reading of the gospel,
the master of ceremonies, the Rev.
Jules Deraches, ascended the pulpit,
the beautiful new pulpit, and read the
brief of the Pope creating "Very
Rev. Father Fourchegu" the "Right
Reverend Monsignor - Fourchegu",
making him a domestic prelate at the

Registered Shropshrire
prices.
these great services.
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
"And the Holy Father greeted my
W. DeCLOW,
request," said the Archbishop, "with
Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
three Latin words. Bene, bene, bene,' Cedar
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
or 'It is well, it is well, it is well.'
I can
ship jacks from Cedar RapThrice did His Holiness signify his jacks at lower rates than ever before.
to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
willingness to show this honor to ids, la.,
your good pastor and said to me, each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
"There go and see His Eminence,
Cardinal Merry del Val.'
"As you have just heard the brief
signed by Cardinal del Val you understand that he lost no time in carrying out the Holy Father's wishes.
had hoped that I might come home
with this as a surprise and when I
o
asked that the fact be not published
in the decrees I was informed it had
TO
Then I
already been published.
thought the best thing to do would be
AH
of The
to send a cablegram to Monsignor
Fourchegu telling him of the honor but
SflVfi MflflfiV and ,nconvenleDCe y Purchasing Wells
this cablegram it appears, was never
iUUIIVv Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
delivered.
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
"However, today we see the ceremony carrying out the papal decree
and with all of you present here I
and all Foreign
Payable
tbank the Holy Father for granting
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Throughout
Countries
this request. I think that all the
Catholics of the archdiocese are proud
of the appointment.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
"And now a few words, explaining
why I made this request of the Holy
Father may not be amiss. I made it.
for several reasons. The first, but
D. BARNES,
not the greatest, reason was because
M
I know and appreciate
Monsignor
over
half
a
nine
For
and
Fourchegu.
years I have been a witness of his
good work, and he has always shown
respectful obedience and enthusiastic
for the good of the
church. Second, because I know the
esteem and affection that all of my
clergy, without exception, have for
'Padre Antonio.' Third, not only Catholics but the people of New Mexico
in general are doubtless pleased at
this elevation of Father Fourchegu
for in my travels over the diocese
there has not been the smallest corn-e- .
where I have not heard the question
'And how is Padre Antonio?' He has
labored in many places and his friends
remember blm. Fourth and the best
the greatest, the strongest reason for
asking this honor of the Pope is because Monsignor Fourchegu IS WORWAY TO

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

1

General Express Forwarders

Parts

World

j

J.

minute.
pontifical court.
Finally the procession, which had The title "Monsignor" Is given genbegun at the Catholic rectory south erally to Catholic prelates as Ameri
of the Cathedral, arrived at the cans well remember "Monsignor" Sa- church.
toll! who was papal delegate to this
The Procession.
country some years ago. But it is
It was headed by a cross bearer and also given to priests when they are
two acolytes in red cassocks; tnen 3G made domestic prelates. The title
men of the Cathedral parish aftei "Monsignor" is also sometimes heard
whom came the officers of the mass in this country but it is used generand the master of ceremonies followed ally in France for the high prelates
bj altar boys carrying the mantelleta of the church and since 1830 for
and birretta of the monsignor.
princes of the blood.
Then came Rt. Rev. Monsignor
Both "Monselgneur" and "MonsigFourchegu, wearing the purple cas- nor" (Italian, Monsignore) mean "My
sock symbolic of his new rank and t Lord" in plain English.
he was the cynosure of all eyes. Then
The Papal Brief.
1 ' The
came the bearer of the beautiful
papal brief which Father De
cross which is carried be- raches read first in Latin, then in
fore archbishops, the Pope and the English and finally in Spanish, is as
Emperor of Austria (who is a Catholic follows:
THY OF IT!
PIU8 X, POPE.
sovereign of the highest rank.)
Labored 43 Years.
Following the cross bearer came
"Beloved Son, Health and Apostolic
"Since 1868 this priest has been
the Archbishop, turning to the right Benediction:
and then the left conferring his bless"From the trustworthy testimony ol working in the archdiocese of Santa
ing as the faithful knelt in prayer. your Archbishop, we have heard and Fe. I am the fifth Archbishop he has
Both the Monsignor and the Arch- regard it as certain that you have been served. And I may add that he has
bishop were attended by deacons and the vicar general of three prelates; served them well. In Cimarron,
and Mora he has left behind him
of honor.
that you have done an uncommon
The procession passed up the main amount of good for the benefit of the many marks of zeal and if you go to
aisle and all including the laymen, en- church; that zeal and prudence have Socorro, you will find them there, too.
But in this city of Santa Fe you see
tered the sanctuary.
inspired and governed your life while
It was noticed that the altar was you were winning the high and con- even more abundant results of his
zealous activity.
beautifully decorated as on a great stant regard of the clergy.
"Therefore, my good friends, today
feast day, and many wax tapers shed
"For these reasons, ag a due acit is for me a glory, a pride and a
a soft glow around it.
knowledgment of your long and meriMass Begins.
torious services, we deem proper to pleasure to invest your Right ReverThe solemn high mass began at honor you with a special mark of our end Monsignor Fourchegu as a Roman
prelate."
once, the Archbishop saying the pray benevolence.
ers at the foot of the altar beginning "Therefore by the present letters, Turning toward the Monsignor who
with the "Introlbo ad altare Dei" (I we designate, make and appoint you sat, head bowed in the sanctuary. ' His
shall go unto the altar of God) and a Roman Prelate, that is, a Domestic Grace addressed him personally, referring to the purple cassock he was
then retiring to his throne as the cele- Prelate of the Pontifical Household.
brant of the mass proceeded to the "By consequence we give you the about to wear, purple the rarest color
in nature, the regal color symbolic of
epistle or right band of the altar.
right to wear purple vestments, asi power
and dignity. He reminded
The officers of the mass were:
a
linen
Roman
In
the
court,
also, even
Celebrant Rev. Paul Gilberton of rochet granting you at the same time Monsignor Fourchegu that with this
Las Vegas, but formerly of Santa Fe; al! and each of the honors, privileges, new honor he will be even more than
to
deacon, Rev. L. Doherty, chaplain of prerogatives, indults, already granted; ever the man in the archdiocese
St. Michael's College;
Rev. to the distinguished Prelates of your set an example to both clergy and
The Archbishop referred feel1
J. Kupers of the Cathedral.
rank, or to be conferred upon them laity.
Seated with the Archbishop at the In the future notwithstanding any- ingly to the fact that the Monsignor
throne were Dean Splinters of Bfsrna- - thing to the contrary ("nonobstanti-bu- s had already reached his three- - score
and ten years (on December 12) and
lillo and the Rev. C. Seux of Chamita.
contrails quibuscumque.") ..
added it is rather hard to remind a
With the vicar general were the
"Given at St Peter's in Rome, unRev. A. Redon, who Is 77 years of age der the ring of the Fisherman this man of that age of his duties as a
but that he would not pass over
and who resides In Las Vegas, and the the twenty-eigh- t
day of June of the priest
Rev. C. Lammert of Buero3, Union year one thousand, nine hundred and; this occasion without again emphasizas he oft had done, that there is
county.
eleven and of our Pontificate the ing
no rest for a priest because a priest
'
The Rev. Jules Deraches was mas Eighth.
soldier of Christ' until the verj
ter of ceremonies. Seated in the "R. CARDINAL MERRY DEL VAL, Is a moment
last
he is summoned before
sanctuary-weralso two Jesuits,' edl
"Secretary of State. the heavenly throne, until Almighty
tors of La Revista Catolica at Las
"To our Beloved Son, Anthony Four
God Himself cries out 'Well done, thou
Vegas. They were the Rev. P. Dallas chegu, Vicar General of the Archdio
good and faithful servant.'"
S. J., and Fr. Jollaln, S. J.
cese of Santa Fe."
Life of Sacrifice. .
The Archbishop occupied his throne
Eulogy By Hit Grace.
to the left and Monsignor Fourchegu
Continuing, His Grace said:
Following the reading of tha brief
"The life of a priest la one ot con-- .
and his deacons were seated on the In Father Deraches'- - sonorous voice,
sacrifice and mortification; it is
stant
ovword
heard
right.
distinctly
being
every
which has before it the image
life
the
:
Archthe
Color.
His
Grace
edifice.
er
the great
Purple
A striking coincidence of the en- bishop replaced- Father Deraches in of Christ on the Cross, reminding him
tire service was the fact that yester- the pulpit and delivered an address In that he must be ready at any and every moment to suffer and die for
day the third Sunday of Advent and English first and then in Spanish.
like all the other Sundays thla month
This was the first time the Arch- -' Christ"And I say to you, therefore, dear
the celebrant of the mass was re bishop had addressed the congregaquired to wear purple vestments, the tion in English since he left for Rome Monsignor, your work will never be
very color which was symbolic of, the over eight months-agand , he was lls- - entirely ended as long as God spares
new dignity conferred on Monsignor tened to most attentively, f'ihe Arch-- : It many moi years. ' May God in
His infinite mercy jjreservj ,you to
,
Fourchegu.
bishop wore his purple silk cassock
Latin Is the Tonaue.
and white surplice. He sj?efcejolowly continue Jffia.jmriL jn. thU archdior
The mass continued In the usual and deliberately. ,
Then the Archbishop delivered a
form, the
He began by saying that after listenreading the epistle and the deacon the gospel, all in ing to the brief of the Holy Father
wr
.
Latin. : Several
in the there was doubtless little left for him Follow! as, im aaareps i.ne invest!- church wondered why: this language to add. He emphasised, however, the ture cen emtma&bdk
The Mott- was used and the explanation iire dignity that had been conferred on
amiss: the church ate? the pastor of the Cathedral parish.
may not-h(Contluued on Pace Seven.)
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Happy is to
Make others Happy.

Give
Useful

Presents
SLIPPERS for
he who knows a pair
of our fine, Nobby New
Shoes, or some beautiful
Silk Hose. These are
the things that will
bring gladness to the
heart of every recipient,
and you will long be
remembered for your
COMFY

liberality.
Our stock is very extensive.
In fact, we
have an appropriate
style for every member
of the family for any
occasion. Don't fail to
see our line of
.
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Look Them

Automobiles, Steam Engines, Rocking Horses,
Story Books, Christmas Tree Ornaments.
The Doll Family is Complete.

With Bargains

We have

,

H
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Xmas Gloves and Hosiery
So we take pleasure in Inviting you to call and Inspect out
line of goods for yourself.
Shoes bought for presents
will be gladly exchanged after
the holidays.
'
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to the formation ol undue
combinations and trusts. The prohi
bit ion should be so explicit thex its
spirit as well as Its letter could be en
forced. We must prevent perpetual
ly the concentration of the banking
power in the hands of the few a
concentration which under oir present
system is inevitable by the mere oper.
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tendency
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higher. May started at 99 8 to
Within a few months the party will treasury made this noon bristles with of the tariff Mr. MacVeagh continues, tory except during years of warfare. 99
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and
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toNew
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to
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duties, but
A bulletin of the census bureau
mine for many years whether
ancial laws that should be enacted
upper side of the range.
Closing
Mexico is to be Republican or Demo- in the light of the "lamp of experi- tion of articles and the language of day says that New Mexico had 6,230 prices were nervous with May lc net
cratic. The election next November ence," and that would go to the very the law so that there may be no doubt acrS jn potatoes in the census year higher at 99
will be peculiar in that for the first roots of prosperity. For that reason, as to the intent of congress. When against 1,122 acres ten years before,
Smallness of receipts put strength
time Presidential electors are to be the report is worthy of movo thin ca- the scientific method and spirit of making an increase of 455 per cent into corn. May opened
to
up
voted for in this state. In addition, sual review and consideration.
He legislating on this subject is reduced The production was 295,255 bushels as at 64
to 64
touched C4
one Congressman will be chosen. That foresees, according to the estimate of to practice, covering all features of against 72,613 acres ten years before.
and then rose to 64
The
means two things: That there will be experts, a surplus in the treasury at the tariff law, affecting its ready in- This is an increase of 306 per cent close waso was
and
steady
disin
rural
the
less
interest
much
the end of the fiscal year 1913 ol terpretation, the secretary- declares, The valuation is given at $234,636 as net higher for May at 64
tricts of northern and central New about $29,000,000, exclusive of expend- an expensive element of its adminis against $49,552, ten years before, a
Oats went up the trail right after
a
Mexico, than if county tickets and
itures on the Panama Canal. Inc".ud- - tration and a large amount of litiga gain of 373 per cent.
corn, but business was small. May
complete state ticket were to be voted ing the estimated canal disburse tion will be automatically eliminated.
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The trend at the present moment is
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throughout
toward the Democratic party all over ceipts available for the general fund customs business of the country simNew
Mexican
com
Printing
the United States and with a nomi- are $GC7,000,000. The estimates for ple, prompt and certain, with a ration
The many crimes ascribed to parol pany has prepared civil and criminal
nee' like Wood row Wilson, the Repub- the construction of the Panama Canal al saving of useless expenditure is an
licans will have the hardest battle to during the next year are $47,263,760, additional reason of great weight for ed convicts lately both in New Mexi dockets especially for the use of jus
elect a President that they have had making a grand total of estimated ex- the enlightened method of tariff legis- co and Colorado, seems to indicate Qces of the peace. They are especiallation to which the best sentiment of that the parole system unless admin ly ruled, with printed headings, in
since Grover Cleveland was chosen to penditures of $685,184,563.
serve a second term.
With all the preliminaries for revis- the country has been looking forward istered with much discretion and wis- either Spanish or EnglU.li, made of
dom is apt to turn lose upon the com- good record paper,
strongly and dur
There will be only one way to win ing the financial system accomplish for more than a quarter of a century."
munity undesirables who had better ably bound, with leather back and
Mr.
recommends
apthe
MacVeagh
no
Mr.
MacVeagh declares there is
in New Mexico next fall and it is none ed,
coven and canvas sides, hall full
pointment of a commission, consisting be behind prison walls.
too early to begin organizing for that reason to postpone action.
Index In front and the fess of Justices
The tentative plan of the Nation- of representatives of congress and the
battle. That is by getting together.
of the peace and constables printed
Local squabbles as existed in Berna- al Monetary Commission, outlined by executive departments, to evolve a
MARKETVKEPORT
In full on the first page. The pages
the government.
lillo and Sandoval counties on Novem- its chairman, former Senator Aldrich, budget system for
Combined Civil and CrlititrJ . . 4.0C
ber 7, would be suicidal next year. If he says satisfies in Its essentials the This is necessitated, he says, by the
are 10
Inches. These books ar
Closing Quotations.
New Mexico were not so. overwhelm- larger part of the expert opinion cf widely scattered and disintegrated re18. Call money made up In civU and criminal dockets
New
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apgoverning
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and
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nation
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estimates,
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supported by
ingly Republican its sentiments, the
3
Silver separate of 33 pages each, or with
Prime paper
Republicans would not have elected business men. The secretary pledges propriations and revenue.
54
Mexican Dollars 46; Copper both civil and criminal bound in on?
one state official and would have lost the administration to do its part in
The abolition of all the assay offilead $4.40 book, SO pases civil and 320 pages
the legislature last month. This evi- keeping this financial issue wholly ces, except the one at New York is 13.5013.75; Tin 44.5046;
651-4- ;
4.50; Amalgamated
Sugar criminal. To introduce them they are
dent advantage can be improved upon
believing that the result urged by the secretary. They cost the 451-1061-4- ;
Atchison
Great offered at the following prices
bid;
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should be the product of both parties. government $185,000 yearly, and "the
by
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Northern 1281-2- ; New York Central Civil or Criminal
exist and by adopting a genuinely
whole amount is thrown away," he 106
In the contemplated
Read
Northern Pacific 118
For 45 cents a4i'nona! for a alngls
progressive program, and doing it of the financial structure, Mr. Mac- adds.
i docket,
or 65 cents additional for s
Southern Pacific 112
ing 152
now.
'combination docket, they will be sent
Veagh emphasizes the absolute need
Steel 67
Declaring that the work of rehabili- Union Pacific 1731-4- ;
The state legislature should' dispose of prohibition all banks, national and tating the customs service has been pfd. 111.
!by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
of the Senatorships as quickly as pos state, from holding stock in other
foil most accompany order. State
Grain and Produce.
vigorously prosecuted, the secretary
slble. The most unfortunate thing banks, as a
safeguard against any says that developments as to underChicago. Ill, Dec. 18. Wheat- --Dec. plainly whether English or Spanish
could
to
the Republican possible formation of a
. that
happen
d
valuations and frauds "continue to be 951-4- ; May 99
printed heading Is wanted.
party and to the state, would be a money "trust" in the future. He urgos most impressive and to make it eviCorn Dec. 63
May 63
deadlock such as exists in Democratic
Have you furnishcer Rooms to Rent?
equality of national and state banks in dent that the end of the reform is not
Colorado.
A little campaign Want advertising
Oats Dec. 471-8- ;
doing trust company and saving bank yet in sight." He hopes to complete
May 48
The Senatorships disposed of, the business.
In the New Mexican will keep the In
Pork Jan. 15.37
the reformation within a year.
come from your furnished rooms from
legislature should get down to conLard Jan. 9.10.
"We must provide, and without resThe customs districts are being restructive, progressive, popular legisla ervation," he declares, " for a
Ribs Jan. 8.20.
lapsing. The classified columns are
announces
and
the secretary
perfect organized
tion. There is no time to waste in
looked up closely and It will
Wool.
always
equality of privilege and opportunity that he will ask congress later to abolsquabbling or fighting a Democratic let ween national
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 18. Wool-Ma- rket pay you well to use them.
state
hanks. ish a considerable number of useless
and
executive or in seeking to undo some Slate
steady. Territory and westbanks must have eve.y advan- and expensive customs offices.
of the results of the November elec
ern mediums, 1720
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and
nationnational
banks
tage
have;
Other recommendations of Mr. Mac- ums, 1618c Fine ll15c.
tion. The Republican party might as
ment in the classified columns of the
al
must
banks
have every advartage Veagh include: A
well go out of business than attempt
contributory sysNew Mexican will put your real estate
Chicago Market.
' any injustice, or attempt any over-- . state banks have. And this equalitj tem of civil service retirement;
Chicago, 111., Dec. 18. Cattle Re- on the market effectively. It will put
national
attained
unless
not
be
cul
transfer to the classified civil service ceipts, 32,000. Market slow, generally the facts of your property before th
.riding of popular desires.
and state banks are on the same foot- of a number of customs
officials from 10c lower. Beeves,
The Republican party is pledged to
$4.508.90; Texas eyes of al! possible buyei.
to
trust company banking and collector down; the
ing as
of the steers,
a corrupt practices act and that pledge as
Imposition
western steers,
$4.105.75;
to savings bank functions.
nominal fee of $1.00 for protests to
should be the first redeemed, Such at
and feeders,
stockers
$4.50C.60;
that"
"And it is indispensable
the the Board of General Appraisers in
act cannot be made too strong. The
cows and heifers; $1
$3.255.80;
J.-Pmajority of people are disgusted with new law shall deny with grsat precis-s-c- customs assessments; extending the
to any bank Included within its one hundred dollars exemption from
methods that include vote buying,
Stomach trouble Brings your head
whether votes are bought by one party povisions, whether national or state, duty granted returning residents to in- and your stomach close together; ana
CARPENTERS
or the other, or by both. It must stop the right to own stock in any other in- clude articles for household use, sou- that makes
j
your head ache. Cel-sla New Mexico! There has been too dependent hank. The law should not venirs, curios or gifts; provision for keeps your stomach
down and yourj
AND CABINET MAKERS.
much of it, indirectly If not directly, fail to conclusively forbid sucn owner at least two vessels a year for the rev- head
Cel-s- o
settles stomach trou-- j
no matter how leaders and press in ship. There is no immed;ate danger enue cutter service; authority for the bles. up;
Cel-sis effervescent a first'
simulated indignation deny that such to be apprehended from suVi hold use of certified checks in the payment aid for distress. At the
Capital Phar- - FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
a thing is possible. There must be a ings;; but now is the time to protect of all dues to the government; reviSIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
complete revision of election and reg fcr the future the independence and sion of the sinking fund law so as to mThye CapS SLrmacy will refund
ana
a
"
new
I
istration laws
complete
individuality of the banks; and to make it something more than practi- your purchase price If It fails to do all
There must be legisla. forestall In their case the general cally a dead letter; ; laws adequately we claim, is this
registration.
All
Guaranteed.
fair?
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Phone, ted 115
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FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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PALEN, President.
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ON TIME DEPOSIT

J

How About That Fire Insurance?

-

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

.

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
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OENERAL AGENTS.
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Strike It Right!
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Come ai See Our Stock
Before You Buy .

'

M
M

iOur Holiday Line Is Nifty.
Dress Patterns

New

ANV,TKNGS

For the Boys we have Drums

v,

K

and Tool Chests.

For the Girls, Dolls, Doll Furniture and Toy Pianos.

7--
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rVCUlJWlUfl

IN JEWELRY, CUFF BUTTONS, BRACE-D1LETS, TIE CLASPS and FANCY COMBS

U

M

2

eA,
OVC

A New Line of Silk 'Hose,

Ladies' or Gents',

3--

3.

K

nl

pair

K
W

-

ADOLF

much-feare-

3-- 4

SELI6MAN

GOODS

DRY

GO.
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Steed
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THE PALACE
AND

.

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now

m

HOTELS

Under the Same Manafement.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprieto

Large SampleRooms.
j.

Coronado Restaurant

o

Short Orders run Day

& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

Hot & Cold

"

We wish you a Merry Christmas

I

222 San Francisco Street

::

::

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

Electric Lights

G. Ll'PE HERRERA,

,

Prop

JEWELERl

FOR THIS WEEK We will give you SPECIAL PRICES on everything in our immense stock.
This is a bona fide reduction. Take advantage of it.

MONDAY,

DECEMBER 18, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW

UNITED STATES BANK

&

Palace.

Business

H. F. STEPHENS.

1

Established

Ctshier,

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

D. C.

C. W. Fairfield went to Albuquer-

BRYBODY

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
Lodll

A

Ask your Drag-flafor A
Diamond TlrmndV
l'llls in Ked and I old mctalHcXV
sealed with Blu
Ribbon.
Tako no other. Bur of your
DrnnlRt. AskforClll'lfcH-TERt

"

boxes,

DIAMOND
a SOLD

It KAMI
for ttiS
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliaolv
BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

w

Can be please by a selection from
OUR HOLIDAY LINES

Tuesday, Dec. 19th

Fancy Handle Umbrellas

JOS. M. GAITES

Anew lot just unpacked

House Coats

PILL,

THEATRE

ELK'S

-:-

Bath Robes

-

PRESENTS

CECIL LEAN and
Fancy Vests

Neckwear for

The real swell patterns

FLORENCE H0LBR00K

Ladies and Gents

In

the Stupendous Musical
Comedy Success, ,

MIGHT
5

mJ

With a Company of A
75 People 75
Original New .York, Chicago and
Boston Production.

COMPANY

BROS

uuim III
Phone

P. 0. Box, 219.

EYEQ

36

BY

the Authors of

"THREE TWINS" and

" MADAME SHERRY."

Book by Chas. Dickson,

Lyrics by Otto Hauerbach,
Music by Karl Hoschna.

FOR RENT

Is a top- NOTE This company
notcher, asking odds from none for
reputation and unique talent. The
production is a complete and perfect
The music
expression of stage-crafmakes tomorrow hum happily and the
fun lingers days and days after'

HOUSES

t.

H

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

GUARANTEED.

HO

eiroornosiei

Were

CHILDREN

AND

WOMEN, BOYS'

You

Satisfied

GIRLS' HOSE.

SOLD BY

-

-

SANTA

FE, NEW MEX.

SEE THEM AT

MISS A. MUGLER
que Saturday to see his father, who
leaves for points on the Pacific coast
today.
Sheriff Julius Meyer came up from
Estancia yesterday. He was accompanied by Deputies W. C. Smith and
J. P. Madoe.
Attorney A. A. Sedillo of Albuquerque, who was a member of the constitutional convention, was in the capi
tal yesterday.
W. Goff Black of Aztec, San Juan
county, member of the Bureau of Immigration, was an arrival in the capital on Saturday.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway returned from Albuquerque yesterday after a week end visit
to the Duke City.
Senator Gregory Page has been confined to his room several days with a
cold but is now Improving. McKinley
County Republican.
Attorney John A. Pace of Clayton,
went to Albuquerque from here with
Governor-elec- t
W. C. McDonald on
Saturday afternoon.
Jose y Armijo, deputy oil inspector
of Guadalupe and Quay counties at
Santa Rosa, is making a short business visit to the capital.
Attorney R. E. Twitchell, the well
l::.own historian, spent the week end
at his home in. Las Vegas returning
to Santa Fe y36terday.
Charles V. Safford, of Albuquerque,'
cashier of the Bank of Commerce, of
that city, and former traveling auditor,
is a visitor in the capital.
Judge E. R. Wright will visit Santa
Rosa within a few weeks, probably
immediately after the official count is
concluded. Santa Rosa Sun.
Edward W. Fox, register of the fed-- ;
eral land office at Clayton, Union coun
ty, Attorney John A. Pace and R. G.
Burnett of Clayton are Santa Fe vis-- :
itors.
'
Miss Grace Plowman of Pasadena,
is
in
Fe
Santa
California,
visiting her
of Garcia
mother, Mrs. Plowman
street. She will be here several
weeks.
A. R. Marwick, general secretary of
the Y. M. C. A., at Las Vegas, was in
Santa Fe and occuuWd the pulpit of
St.
John's
Methodist
Episcopal
church.
W. R. Gill, the defeated candidate
for the attorney generalship on the
Democratic ticket ' arrived yesterday
from La Lande and is stopping at the
Montezuma.
Mrs. Acasio Gallegos, wife of the
assistant superintendent of public in-struction, who has been seriously 111
since October, is reported to be Im.
proving slowly.
Attorney H. D. Terrell, of Clovis, is
a guest at the Montezuma. Mr. Terrell was formerly an attorney in the
Philippine islands, and resided in San
ta Fe for some time.
L. Mazon, a successful sheep raiser
of San Rafael, Valencia county, is a
guest at the Montezuma. He is here
visiting his son who is a student of
St. Michael's College.
received
Judge E. R. Wright-haword from Mr. Louis Morse, who was
supposed by many of his friends, to
be dead. He is In Manilla alive and
well. Santa Rosa Sun.
Miss Erna Fergusson, daughter of
H. B. Fergusson,
Congressman-elec- t
returned last night from Los Angeles
where she has been attending school.
Albuquerque Journal.
J. D. Hand, the ranchman of Los
Alamos, San Miguel county, arrived

THE GIFT STORE Turkey?
Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.

t.

If so

;

let us

C. YONTZ, "SB" I Have your

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone,

61-6-

Next Door to Postof flee.

j

Turkey order
Early.

We Mention a Few Below of Our Big Stock
Solid mission desk and chair the "young fellows" - - - $4.00
1.50
Blackboard and Kindergarden desk worth $2.50 our leader
500
Solid Oak Rocker worth $7.50 one left big value at
to 7.00
5.00
value
all steel and rubber tires good
Doll Baby
10.00
Boys Automobile with chain gear well made last life time
well
made
special 2.65
Reversible Sulky solid hickory tongue
i flthpr tttnmtrv and velvet hand bass many handsome
1.00 to 7.50
designs bought specially for the high class trade prices
1.25 to 3.00
Music Rolls new folding plan
--to 3.00
-1.25
-Smoker Sets
2.50 to 7.00
Traveling Sets very suitable for the gentlemen
2.00 to 5.00
Comb & Brush Sets
1.00 to 2.50
Military Brush Sets
Go-Ca- rts

wife
Marquisette Dress Patterns a beautiful gift for the like
Fancy Box paper well selected a gift anyone would-Imported Linen handkerchiefs in great variety

JO Red

H.

5. KftllE

CO.

--

10c
10c

Art Handkerchiefs for fancy work
-Large Fancy Silk Neck Scarfs
-Imported Kazan Kid Gloves big value
Pictures beautiful and chaste selected especially for Xmas

1.00 to 1.25
1.25

A

mm'

10c to $17.50

.

ts.

Rogers 1847 Silverware will close out below cost surprises in store for the
one wishing to send silver or bargains for the one in need for the home.
Our store is ablaze with many dazzling and
suitable and rare.

A

gifts that are both

up-to-d- ate

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,
Home of Royal Tailors

Home of Society Floss

Home of Victor Phonographs

,

croft, where he has accepted a position in the office of the supervisor of
the Alamo national forest, succeeding
W. R. Rose. Alamogordo News.
A number of telephone company officials were in the city today, including
District Manager A. D. Graham, the
auditor of the system, and J. B. Reynolds of Walsenbarg, Colorado, who
will be the manager of the local telephone system after January 1.
Captain Fornoff came down from.- Santa Fe last evening bringing Eduar-d- o
Trujillo, who has been in the penitentiary for safe keeping, and who
was indicted by the grand jury now in
session on a charge of murder. Cap
no sooner got off the train than business began picking up. One of the
fellows, who goes on a tare every time
he comes to town, had started a fight
on the depot platform, the air being
thick and blue with vile oaths. Cap
gently but firmly laid hold of the
"
rounder and escorted him to the
where he has probably had
time ere this to repent of his heated
sayings. Estancia News.

f

ARPETS AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,

W

YES, A NECESSITY,

.

IN WINTER

I

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Fumiture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We haveforalso some fine
Chinaware which you will need
your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.
Pope-Sloss-

on

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
ism

"Jus-gado,-

Continued on Page Eignt.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any

Carriage Automobile

P.

List Your Property

WithUs.
Santa

Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency

Phone Hack No. 52

Ptooe Wick

:

125 Palace

Avenue.

WnrtV

it Ulh

"Lc.

MRS.W.LINDHARDT,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
pay for, by having It right where you are using it. It saves on your light bill and
THE
Our display rooms are open for your
SAVES

No. 229 Residence

Etcl,ed desk set hcavy brass conP,ete W.M
Hammered desk set heavy copper complete i.QO
:: ,
Also letter holders, rockinf blotters, paper knives.

MCfiiic

EYES.

inspection, and we have the finest llni of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Pet away from
the idea thatthese lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get.

(3

to 50c

Victor Victrolo phonographs, no horn, greatest invention of the
15.00 to 40.00
age, One price in Santa Fe or New York

sign painting!

8

$8.00 to $10.00
35c to 2.50

--

--

him.
Judge John R. MeFie district attor- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
ney E. C. Abbot, District Clerk Ed- Protracting Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50a
ward L. Safford and Stenographer
Mrs. G. F. McNitt have returned from
on X3C3S3C3CXXSSS3SS3(3SSX
Estancia where court adjourned
Saturday.
W. R. Smyth, territorial good roads
&
engineer, left this afternoon for
and Bernal to establish a conPAINTING
vict road camp for the construction
of a road between Bernal and Villa- nueva. Las Vegas Optic.
Judge William H. Pope, who is now
in Santa Fe assisting In canvassing
the election returns, writes the clerk
" Satisfaction Guaranteed.
that he expects to be home on the
25th, remaining until the 28th.
LACASSAGNE
PAUL
Morning News.
305 San Francisco Street.
Chalmers McConnell of Santa Fe,
was here Sunday en route to Cloud- -

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
You

Many large department
We Cannot display all our suitable "gift" stock.
stores do not carry the great variety of choice articles that you may find here

Ros-we-

1

H

1

'

Cha-pell- e

Christmas

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

)i

VTM

;

yesterday and registered at the Montezuma. He conferred with other
Democratic leaders yesterday.
L. T. Swallow, manager of the Y.
M. C. A. basketball team of Lag Vegas
was at the High, School this morning
conferring with the local team with
the view of a game to be played soon.
W. M. Taber, postmaster and merchant of Glorieta, southern Santa Fe
county, is spending a few days In the
capital. He is a guest at the Monte
zuma. Mrs. Taber came to town with

THANKSGIVING
EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
rUK inn nULIUAY ScASUN

a

W

With
That

JULIUS H. GERDES'.
SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

8

GO.

Quality.

No Darning for Six Months.
MEN,

KALJNE

"Where Prices are
Lowest for Safe

INSURED.

;F0B MENVOMDTAND

S.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

Phone, Red 189.

.
A
I
J
in,t4
anu
we arc wurKing
near
Amas
draws
uay
uigm
IAS
ctnre and disnlav counters so as to
H
Ml I Ulllll
make your snopping a pleasure anu convenience.

and Dress Shapes.

1

Seats on Sale Fischer Drug Store
Friday, December 15th. '"

Furnished and Unfurnished

INSURANCE,

ORCHESTRA.

AUGMENTED

Sensible Gift Suggestions

NoveltyFancyFeathers I

j

Attorney Harry L. Patton, of Clovis
arrived yesterday and is a guest at the
Montezuma.
M. M. Padgett, editor of the Las
Vegas Optic, left the city yesterday
for his home.
John D. Veeder of Las Vegas, arrived in Santa Fe Saturday. He is
stopping at the Palace.
Leroy 0. Moore, chief of the field
division of the general land office, returned from Carlsbad last night.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
has returned from Estancia, where he
acted as interpreter in district court.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the U. S. Indian Industrial School
in this city, has gone to Washington,

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

SANTA FE, N. M.

THOSE

Reginald G. Cobbett, the ranchman,
from near Tesuque, is a guest at the

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President

,
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TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, TASHINGTOW STREET
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PBOFESSIOm

GABDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

4tWMm
PAUL A.

Company.

WWW

....

WALTBIt

W.

;

Attorney-at-La-

GENERAL OFFICES

In effect

(Road Down)
pm

7

19

,

am

I

Miles

30

?M
85
1OO0
2 80
2 47

0
7

8 07
3 45

48
66

3 35 1
4
4
6
5
6

;

8 Preston
Koehler Junetloo
Koehler

68
76
82

10

i

6 45

llColfax
Cerroso80

Cimarron
Cimarron

Ar
Lv

M

18

6 2?

12

1

Lv

Practice In the District ana Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
mention given to all business.
BanU Fe.
New Mexico

80

8 65
9 05
8 20
8 02

G. W. PRICHARD

7 46

Park, N. M...LV

Attorney and Coansollor at Law
PracUce in all the District Court"
and gives special titienhan tn mux
before the Territorial Sum-e- a Cnnrt.
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe. N. M.

086

6 27
6 17
6 00

.p rn
ISSj
pm
(Connects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W, Hy, train both North and 8outb.SE
IStage tor Van Houten N, M. meet, trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Ellzabethtown, N. M., at ;00 a. m, daily excep;
ondajrs, Fare teuu one way 13.59
trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. 4 9. train loaves Des Mcluos, IT, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. 'arrives from
tb
th at 4:33 a. m

.
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C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

-.

E, G. DEDMAN,

J.

Superintendent

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

New Mexico.
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Santa Fe,

RATON NEW MEXICO.
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G.

P. Agent

New Mexico.

Vegas,

F, M. WILLIAMS,

HARRY D. MOULTON

4'

Attorney-at-La-

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe

Arizona,
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Mexjcat-r--tnePacif-
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Torrance thence

!stiM?iCaT
latter are required
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gro types and (are
veteran minstrel performers, who are
This
experts in negro impersonation.
is the reason the "darkies" in "The
Clansman" seem like the genuine ar

"Coast, via NEW MEXICO

They Are All Found in "The Clans- Man."
The demands made upon, the dramatic profession by "The Clansman"
are great. In the cast are found representatives of all the various branches in which the actor may special
ize.

- Tire Tuesday, Dec. 10th is Cecil Lean
8anta Fe, N. M.
the ne- and Florence Holbrook in Jos. M.
Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
recruited from Gaites' stupendous musical
comedy Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
B.

to portray

From the juveni.1 lead, that of Ben
Cameron, the Clansman, which calls
for a young romantic leading man,
the many varied chai acters of the plav
require for their interpretation comedians, tragedians heavy men, all
kinds of character actors, a leading
lady, ingenues,
child
comediennes,

tide.

To add to the variety of the acting
company still further, even equine actors are called upon to play their
parts, appearing as the horses of the
Ku Klux Klan.

"Bright Eyes."
at the Elks' Theatre

The attraction

success,
which
"Bright
Eyes,"
is by
the authors of "Three Chaa. F. Eastey.
Chas. R. Easley .
and
"Madame
Twins,"
Sherry."
EASLEY & EASLRY.
Charles Dickson wrote the book, OtAttorneys at Law.
to Hauerbach furnished the lyrics and
Practice In the courts ana before
Karl Hoschna wrote the catchy mu- Land Department
sic. The plot of the play is based upLand grants and titles examined.
on the face, "Mistakes Will Happen." Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Bstan
The company is a large one and the
da, N. M.
piece, has been given a very elaborate
scenic seating, with a number of me
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
chanlcal and electrical effects introAttorneys-at-Laduced with telling effect.
Practice In ail the Courts and Be

fore the Interior Department.
Taos,
New Mexico.

WEST

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and counseiior-at-LaPracticing before all the courts ia
the Territory.
Santa Fe
f . New Mexico

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX

O.F. & P. Agent,
El Paso Texas

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Lairli, Mines, Bonds & Stock i.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise.
Retail Lumber Yard
and other Dusineua Onnortunilloa
'throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
. , . . .
Taos.
New Mexico.

i

Rates.

Holiday

Account of the Christmas and New
Years Holidays, the

DR.

RESIDENCE,

aii

A

I

Genito-Urinar-

lauons on us Lines.

SELLING DATES:

Spread of Program
of
National
League Focus Experience
Improving Things.

Dec. 2 J, 24, 25, 30 and 31,1911; also Jan. 1, 1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.
New Mexico Military

ford what has been needed but lacking for so long a time; that is,
means for comparing some of the
many activities of our cities."

Municipal Accounting.
Not only in the realm of municipal
(By Clinton Rogers Woodruff, Secre- accounting and statistics has the
league done important constructive
tary Exclusive Service
Survey work; but in the field of
charter rePress Bureau.")
vision in all its several phases, In
To speak of a "National Municipal
nomination reform, franchise policy,
Work" seems to some a contradiction
and civic education, the league has
of terms, but it is only apparent It
made important contributions of wide
a
but
moment's reflection
requires
to realize that the municipal worker spread usefulness.
Municipal Program.
in any one city should know what
Because the secretary of an organthe municipal workers of other cities
are doing, that the experience of all ization is perhaps "too much in the
should be at the command of each. woods to see the trees." and- - bo can.
To serve this end has been the aim not always describe its work in true
of the National
Municipal
League perspective, I am apt, when writing
of the league, to quote pretty freely
from its inception in 1894.
from what others have said of our
Open Porum.
work. In commenting on the influ-- ,
The National
Municipal
League ence of
the league's now widely
has been an open forum for the
prompt an sympathetic "discussion known "Municipal Program," which
consists of a Municipal Corporations
of all phases of the
city problem and
for all proposed remedies, a careful Act and a series of constitutional
investigator of the facts as a prece amendments designed to give effect to
dent to the formulation of policy, a the league's policy of municipal home
clearing house of information, and a rule and a simplified form of effective
factor In the development of an Intel- city charter, Dr. Delos F. Wilcox, the
franchise expert of New York Public
While in Toledo, Ohio, addressing
ligent and effective citizenship.
Utilities Commission and the author the State Convention of the Young
Widest Latitude in Discussion.
of The American
has pointed out j Men's Christian Association, an active
From the beginning the league has that while the City, has
nowhere official of the league met a Texas ediprogram
given the widest latitude to discus been enacted into 'aw as a whole, Its tor who
personally thanked him for.
sions, but has not submitted Itself to influence has been felt
ev- some help the league had given a few
practically
any line of policy until after the erywhere "under the flag." It was pub- years previously and which had been
most painstaking study and investiga lished in full in Honolulu for the ben- Instrumental in
breaking up corrupt
tion. Many an alleged panacea has efit of the Hawaiian
legislature. It condition of affairs and in starting the
been exploded when subjected to the was used
by the Havana Charter
community on a career ot improved
test in the league's annual meeting,
and by the Porto Rican, Phil- government. He also met a Chicago
while many an earnest but timid ef
ippine Commissions. It has left mark- man who spoke of the part the
fort has been developed and strength- ed traces in the new constitutions of
league's municipal accounting work
ened. It is because of this minified
Virginia and Alabama, and has form- had had in securing a thorough over
breadth of Interest and caution that ed the basis for a
sweeping amend- hauling of that city's accounts, Incithe National Municipal classed both ment to the Colorado
constitution. dentally saving the city many hunamong the leading reform organiza- The charter commissions of
nearly dreds of dollars; add In a conversations of the country and among ed- two hundred cities have used
It has tion with a Toledo man, the latter reft;
ucational societies- by the Engineer- formed the basis for
for ferred to the great help the league
agitation
ing News. This publication began a charter reforms in as many more.
had been in their local ; contests in
review
of
recent
thoughtful
federal
Social and ..Political Reformers.
keeping bright the spark of hope and
and state collections of uniform staDean Delaney, of All Saints Cathe-dral- courage and in maintaining a high
tistics In this way.
on standard of civic "righteousness.
As
Milwaukee, in commenting
" the
Municipal Statistics.
league's policy, said that at first he boarded the train to return to his
"Thanks to the National Municipal one is inclined to 'eel that social and home, he purchased a Chicago paper,
League, the Congress of the United political reformers of the League in turning the leaves of which he disStates, acting through the Bureau of type are too
and optimis- covered one of the league's syndicate
Census, and a number of state legis- tic; but "one soon discovers It is all articles.-- '
's;:;;.::':':
latures, acting through various ad- part of their method jot social reform
It is, however, as an inspiring and
ministrative departments, there Is
the method of improving things by educational factor that the league has
now being brought together, year by appreciation; by believing there Is performed its
greatest and most useyear, an Increasingly large and val- good in other men; by assuming that ful function. It has at all times and
uable collection of municipal statis- most people really want good govern- under all circumstances been seeking"
tics. Following mora or !
dnanlv ment, and that even th worst, nolltl- - to raise the standards of municipal,
the classification of the National Mu j clans have their good qualities, to government lb American cities and to
asm K.
nicipal League, these municipal sta- urtlfoli anfuial wi
At . imu arouse their citizens to their duties
w m,.aa
4iuv T.
tistics ar sufficiently uniform to af t opposite ot the method of denunoia and opportunities.
s.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point
Ranked

r

i

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.

,

.

Com-missio- n

REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W M. ATKIMSON. Secretary.
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:

JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent

,.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
io o.
suuEisur

,

k. Williams

I have purchased the entire stock of horses and
equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to
operate It as a FIRST
CLAM LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or
night
la furalah you with any kind o a rig you may want I will endeavor
f (lv fomnt and efficient service and trust to merit your

patronage.

' '--
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,
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-
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m SAN

FRANCISCO ST.

SaoUiHe, N.M

-

r

tion, ,the method of pessimism."
The
method "relies on the plain statement
of the facts about municipal conditions and the inevitable working of
those facts upon the social conscience
of the community."
Young Man Element.
For the most part, the officers and
directors of the League represent "the
young man element,"
active exponents of the "new politics" based on
the principle of common sense and
business methous applied to the functions of local government, and a proper regard for the welfare of the community as a whole. As individuals, giving proof of the strictly
character of the league, they represent all parties, all factions, all inter-estMany are Republicans; others
are Democrats; some are independents. They represent the conservative and the radical elements; they include high tariff protectionists, low
j tariff advocates, and free traders, but
'
without exception they are men who
believe in taking part in public affairs; in giving concrete form and expression to their convictions; in being on the firing line of the movement.
')
n

Institute

OOl.

'

to 3 P. M.

W. M. SHERIDAN,
MUNICIPAL WORK
IS SYSTEMIZED.

of the Southweir
by United States War Department a
Institu"Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School In the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden
spot
of the West at an elevation of 3VuO
feet above sea level, sunshine every
.
.
j tuui ,,...
iime rain or snow during the

1
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Fare for the Round Trip Between
Cl- -l

DON GASPAR

OFFICE HOURS,

PUBLISHES RATE OF

iff

M. DIAZ,

AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.

i5 One

J.

easy-goin-

J

rrw

g

Mm

;.'

M.

D

Diseases.

y

THE WA5SERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. 5ALVARSAN "606"

Hotel Arrivals.

ADMINISTERED.

"
Palace.
Reginald G. Cobbett, Tesuqae.
Mrs. It. G. Cobbett, Tesuque.
M. M. Padgett, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Essinger, City.
M. A. Rueny, Sheridan, Wyo.
M. A. Held, Sheridan, Wyo.
G. G. Landsburg, Denver.
George W. Prichard, City.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
John D. Veeder, Lag Vegas.
J. B. Reynalds, Jr., Trinidad.
F. H. Bach, St. Louis.
H. A. Germain, Burlington, Vt.
H. H. Achor, Salt Lake City.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Direction'
for collecting soeclmens riven nv
application..
State

Nat. Bank

Bid,

Albuquerque

DR. W. HUME

Dentist.

BROWN,

N M

"

Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment

R. G. Burnett, Cia"yton.
E. W. Fox, Clayton.
John A. Pace, Clayton.

8TANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and 8urgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
jive. ue uoor to fuouc Library,
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

: Montezuma.
J. S. Hartley, Lamy.
J. H. Daugherty, Lamy.
W. J. Heberstrick, Kansas City, Mo
, Mrs. W. M. Taber, Glorieta.
W. G. Taber, Glorieta.
L. Tj. Lowkowitz, Denver.
Notice for Publication
E. Meyer. Albuquerque.
Department of the Interior,
R. R. Burkhart, Denver.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
J. D. Hand, Los Alamos.
December 9, 1911.
J. R. Creath, City.
Notice Is hereby given that Vir-John B. Gill, Washington, D. C.
ginio Qulntana, of Rowe, N. M., who,
L. Mazon, San Rafael.
on June li, 1907, made Homestead
L. Mazon, Jr., San Rafael.
Section
04507, No. 11611, for NE
J. Garcia, San Rafael.
10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, MerPaloa Garcia, San Rafael.
idian, has filed notice of Intention
Alfonso Garcia, San Rafael.
to make final five year proof, to esS. A. Goldsmith, Estancia.
tablish claim to the land above de
S. C. and Mrs. McCrimmon, City.
scribed, before register or receiver,
J. B, and Mrs. Read, City.
U. H. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M.
L.
Harry
Patton, Clovis.
on he 16th day of January, 1912.
W. R. McGill, La Lande.
. Claimant names as witnesses:
H. D. Terrell, Clovis. .
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
W. A. Gorham, Lake Charles, La.
Manuel Garcia of Fulton. N. M Her.
W. A. Morgan, City.
menejildo Qulntana of Rowe, N. M.
J. G. Shaw, Denver.
Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
, R. R. Crahdall, City.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
W. G. Black, Aztoe.
Register..
Arthur Ponsford, Denver.
L. Helfrick, Albuquerque.
k
C. V. Safford, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
H. ,E. Emerson, Denver,
A
M.' Chrlstal, Ft. Worth.
J. M. Hartley, Jr., Buckman.
TAOS
E. M. Cordova, Clayton.
Meet
Both
North
South
J. de Martinet, Barney.
Alpolonls' Hildago, Barney.
:
Bounds
Juan J. Salazar, Barney.
Leaves Barranca an the arrival of
Ed. Shaffer, Rawlins, Wyo.
tha north bound train and arrives at
A, A. Sedillo, Albuquerque
Taoa at 7 p. m. - ,
Julius Meyer, Estancia.
Ton miles shorter than any ether
W. C. Smith, Estancia. v
way. - Good covered- - Make and good
J. P. Madoe, Estancia.
teams. Fare t&OO round trip. Teams
1--

.
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Another Week of

M.

Bar-grai-

The entire Stock of Beautiful Mexican and Indian Rugs and Blankets, Mexican Drawn Work,
Baskets, Pottery, and a full line of Precious Stones and Gems.

Mexican Filigree Jewelry.

Beautiful Christmas Novelties.

-- -:

at Ridiculously Low Prices.

All going

Come While the Selection Is Good.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.
rcf"
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makes monsignor

;"J,v:hegu

(Continued

a prelate.

i;
!;

from Page Three)

signor was first Invested with the
rochet or fine linen surplice with tight
sleeves, after which the purple
was placed on his shoulders
a
and he was then given the black
of four corners, bound with purple cord and surmounted with a purple
tuft.
Following this csremony the mass

i

man-tellet- a

i

bir-rett-

:

Relieves CATARRH of;
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Jfl

A IVoT

BLADDER
HO

counterfetti-Sow tiy n
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i
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Ech capsule bean th
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chegu sustained a little parochial
.
The services were .rendered all the school for girls, adjoining Loretto
Ten years ago he started
more impressive owing to the musical academy.
school for girls on Water
the
church
parochial
the
rendered
by
program
street and four years ago he built the
choir.
fine parochial school for boys and
Sketch of the New Prelate.
The following is a brief sketch of girls now near the Cathedral. It is a
brick structure and has 440 pupils.
the career of the new prelate.
Entertained at Dinner.
in France.
1841 (Dec. 12.) Born
Following the ceremony of investiEducated In the parochial schools and
then attended the school of the Marist ture, the new Monsignor entertained
Brothers at Saint Rainbert. Then the Archbishop and clergy at the
Cathedral
Covers were laid
pursued his classical studies at for fifteen rectory.
and the affair was very
Mount Brissont.
much enjoyed.
1865 Finished classical studies at
Grand
the
to
went
and
Mt. Brissont
Seminaire at Lyons to study theology. NEWLY DISCOVERED DEPOSIT
NEAR MARYSVALE, UTAH.
1867 Came to the United States
and entered St. Mary's Seminary in
Baltimore where he continued and An Important Source of Potash De
finished his theological studies.
scribed in a Report by the Geo1868 (August 15) Ordained priest
logical Survey.
in the chapel of the Sisters of Loretto
convent in Santa Fe, N. M., by His
An important deposit of alunlte,
Grace the Most Rev. Archbishop Lamy which has but recently been discover
and was appointed assistant to the ed near Marysvale, Utah, js now bevicar general, the Very Rev. Aguillon ing developed with so favorable a
at the Cathedral.
showing that it promises to afford
1872 Took charge of the parish at one source of the much desired class
Cimarron, Colfax county.
of materials commonly referred to un
1875 Transferred as pastor of the der the term potash.
at
Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe
Federal geologists visited this localSapello, San Miguel county.
of the
in March
ity
the
of
1885 Appointed
pastor
The
alunite
year.
present
Marysvale
Mora
at
Mora,
church of St. Gertrude
deposits are described in a report by
county. .
B. S. Butler and Hoyt S. Gale, issued
1890 Appointed, pastor of San Mias an advance chapter of "Contribu-- r
Socorro
at
Socorro,
church
guel's
tions to Econimic Geology, 1911,"
county.
1892 (August 14.) Appointed rectoi which will soon be ready for distribuof the Cathedral of St. Francis in tion. This report may be had by apUnited
plication to the Director,
Santa Fe, his present position.
Survey, Washing1893 Appointed vicar general of States Geological
the archdiocese of Santa Fe by Arch- ton, D. C. As is shown in this report,
while the deposit furnishes material
bishop Chapelle.
character well adapted for utilizaof
A Big Parish.
a tion, the quantity thus far revealed Is
Monsignor Fourchegu's parish is
insufficient to
the whole United
large one and contains at least four States with suuply
However, it is
potash.
thousand people. It comprises the
Ciene-ga- , favorably located to compete with forLa
city of Santa Fe, Agua Fria,
Rio Tesuque, Rio del Medio and eign potash in supplying the needs of
the western orchards.
Pueblo de Tesuque.
Although a large vein of "pink
In the Cathedral alone probably
2.0DO people can gather and the edifice spar'" in the hills southwest of MarysIs generally crowded at all services vale had long been known to prospectors and had been repeatedly located
on Sundays.
The vicar general has two assist- for the sake of small metalliferous
ants, the Rev. Joseph Pugens, chan- values said to be fbund in the silicecellor of the archdiocese, and the ous wall rocks of the spar, it was not
until 1910 that the true nature of the
Rev. Carlos Bobst.
pink spar was discovered, and on JanHis Zealous Work.
Monsignor Fourchegu, having serv- uary 1, 1911, the claims that had bees
for
ed under five archbishops as a priest, allowed to lapse were
and under three as vicar general and the sake of the newly recognized dehaving been thrice the administrator posit. Thomas Gihan, of Richfield,
of the archdiocese, has had a singular had sent specimens to the United
career. It has been a busy one, too, States assay office at Salt Lake in No-- '
and as the Archbishop stated yesterday vember, 1910, and Uiese had been forthere are marks of that zeal in Santa warded to an eastern chemist who is
jfa na well as in other narts of the said to have recognized the real value
of the material.
territory.
Mineral.
Alunite a Potash-Ric- h
Since he has been rector of the
Cathedral he has fitted up the church The mineral alunite, otherwise
with pews, opened up the side chapels, known as alumstone, is a hydrous sulextended the sanctuary back . from phate of aluminum and potassium,
where the railing now Is which was containing 38.G per cent of sulphui
thn location of the main altar: has trioxide, 37 per cent of alumina, 11.4
procured a pipe organ, electric . light per cent of potash, and 13 per cent of
system and many other improvements water. Samples of the Marysvale
nt thin modern ace.- - One of the latest rock have been analyzed by W. T.
improvements Is the new pulpit, and Schaller in the Geological Survey lab
V:
altar rail.
oratory, and the results have shown a
He had a' fence put around the ceme- very close approximation to the the-tery of Our Lady of the Rosary or oretical composition of the mineral as
Rosario Cemetery as it is better known j quoted above. In the United States,
and he; built a brick house in that alunite is known at several places in
cemetery and piped water to the place. j Colorado in the Rosita Hills, Custer
"
Work for Education.
county; on Calico Peak, near Rico; in
vnen he came here as rector Arch- ithe National Belle mine, near Silver-- '
occurs
bishop Salpointe had started the paro- ton; and at Cripple Creek. It counchial schools but turned thorn over to also at Tres Cerrltoi, Mariposa
Father Fourchegu for several months. ty, Cal.; associated With the gold ores
For a number of years Father Four- - at Goldfleld, Neveda, and in Cactus
continued.
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Discouraged

Tho expression occurs so many time, in letters from
nu uicro
sick women, "I was completely Discouraged.
of
is always ood reason for the discouragement. Years
doctor tried in vain.
pain and suffering. Doctor ofter It is no wonder that
Medicines doing no lasting good.
the woman leels discouraged.
Thousands of theso weak and sick women have found
health and courage regained as the result of the use of

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
establishes regularity, heals inflammation and ulceration, and cum weakness.

It

.

.

weak women strosq
it maiCEa
axD siee women well.

Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous druggists
Inr litis reliable remedy.
ip
consult by letter, frtt All correspondence
Sick women ar invited to
f nn.l sacredly confidential, write without fear and without
R. V. Pierce, M. D., IWt,
N, Y.
i, liver and
4

E
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Range, east of Goldfield; at the Rabbit Hole sulphur mines, near Humboldt House, Nevada; at Alunite, near
Las Vegas, Nevada; in the Morenci
and Bisbee districts, Ariz.; and in the
Frisco district, Beaver county, Utah.
In some of these places it is supposed to have been produced by the
alteration of potash feldspars' which
have been acted on by acid solutions.
If the alterations are the result of descending acid solutions derived from
the oxidation of pyrite, the resulting
deposit will not presumably extend below the surflcial zone of oxidation, but
if they have been due to ascending
acid solutions of volcanic on other origin they may be expected to extend
to greater depths.
The Utah deposit is situated near
the head of Cottonwood Canyon, about
7 miles in a course due southwest of
Marysvale, Piute county. It is located in and near sec. 16 T. 28 S., R. 4
W., and so far as now known is covered by mining claim locations. Marysvale is the present terminus of a
branch of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad. The deposit is found high
in the Tushar Range, outcropping
near tne crest of a ridge that leads
from the main divide at an elevation
above
of approximately 11,000 feet
sea level, and extends down to about
9,900 feet, the lower end being about
4,000 feet above the railroad at Marysvale.
Extent of the Vein.
The deposit at Marysvale is a somewhat uncommon occurrence in this
country.. It consists of a large and
very regular vein, apparently a true
fissure filling, as the mineral alunite
occurs in uniformly banded crystalline structure without evidence of replacement of other substances on any
considerable scale. The alunite here
is massive and is found both in bodies
of compact earthy or granular texture
and in clear' crystalline, masses, varying from white to a decided pink
color. The vein has a northwest-southeas- t
course, has been traced by pros
pecting for a distance of about 3,500
feet along the outcrop, and is known
to outcrop in the extension of the
same course half a mile or more beyond the prospected ground. It apparently stands nearly vertical in part
but toward the southern extension of
the outcrop appears to be inclined to
the southwest at a steep angle. The
wall rocks are a much silicified por
tion of the volcanic flows which form
the greater part of the Tushar Range.
The size of the vein and apparent purity of the material are probably its
most unusual features. According to
a number of measurements made
from the present Incomplete developments, there is in one place at least:
20 feet of solid alunite in the larger'
vein and G feet more in a parallel vein
some 25 feet away, with considerable
quan ties of alunitic rock and alternating purer alunite anf siliceous
e
wall rock intervening. Thi- rock may possibly extend beyond
that shown in the present pits. Other
measurements made reveal less thicknesses, but in each case it is doubtful whether the trenches that have
been dug expose all the alunite that
"
may be present.
"Content.
'he"Potash
- Estimate of
A conservative estimate may be had
by assuming an average width of 10
feet in the principal vein, neglecting
other veins, and assuming a total
proved length of deposit at the pres-
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POR RENT

Fraternal Societies
MA80NI3.

at

Furnished rooms

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

A

Regular communl'
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall a

206 Garfield Ave.

Wanted A girl for general house
work. Address X, New Mexican.

r 'Itr'

V

One
furnished house.
Lowitzki.

WANTED Expert
Stenographer.
Heavy work. Knowledge of Spanish
essential. Must be expert perfect
health. Good salary. The John Becker Co., Belcn, N. M.

y(

VV jV.

.

Secreta.-y-

Master

Santa Fe Chapter Na
1, R. A. M. Regular

I
L

M

H. II. DORMAN,

and one CHAS. E.
LINNEr.
Apply D.

FOR RENT

3

7.30.

second

convocation

Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall
p. m.

JOHN II. WALKER,
II. P

on Paragon
FOR SALE Text-bcoARTHUR SELIGMAK. Secretary.
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Writers in government employ. Can
Fe ComiLandeo
JUS 7L Santa
be learned without a teacher.
Price
No. 1, K. T. Regulai
O.
reasonable. Address, H. M., P.
Box
conclave fourth lion
313, City.
(3t)
,i day in each month at
k

5s

ROOMS FOR

MANUEL CORDOVA,
Taos, Taos County.

L. R. MONTOYA,

three,

One,

Masonic

1

ct

Hall

7:30

P. m.
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
for rent at 237 Washington avenue. W. E.
GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Large, handsome dining room, excep
for
well
suited
nice
and
tionally
Santa Fe ixdge oi
boarders.
Perfection No. 1. lith
degree. Ancient and AcTYPEWRITERS.
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Free Masonry meets on
and
Ribbons
furnished.
sup the third Monday of each month
platens
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
acj rented. Standard makes handled Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
All repair work and typewrite
guar
f cotlsh Rite Masons are cor
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E? Visitinginvited
to attend.
dlally
hange. Phone 231.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 82
A Warning.
There never was a motor car
Secretary.

1

Cerro, Taos County.

RENT

.

We say It o'er again
There never was a motor car
That could outpush a train.

B.

Naturally Excited.
"Say," asked the man who was a
stranger In New York, "what's the
matter with that man in the next
room? He's been making a terrible
racket for the last hour."
"he's I
"Oh," replied the
Just heard of a new table d'hote place
J. D. SENA,
where he's never et."
bell-ho-

-

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.
460, B. P. O. E-- holds

Its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

JOSE LOBATO,
San Miguel Coun-.-

J. P. LUCERO,
Lumberton, Rio Arriba County.
forms, and alumina in a form presumably available for the production of
metallic aluminum.
The discovery is of especial value
as indicating the conditions under
which such deposits occur, and for its
effect in stimulating and directing the
search for deposits of like character
which may reasonably be expected
elsewhere especially in this general
region. On the discovery of other such
deposits depends the possibility of
developing from material of this character a home production sufficient to
meet a large part of the nation's need
for potash.

low-grad-

Secret Out at Last.
"Why do you have those glass cases

y.

"Oh,

KNEW WHEN TO QUIT.
A delegation of three entered the
office of the young and rising lawyer,
and the spokesman laid a box of cigars on the table and stepped back
and said:
"The Quill ojub, of which you are
member, desires to present Us com-pliments."

!

t

"But-- -I

I

-

stammered the

law--'

yer.
"You made a speech at the club
last night?"
"
j
"But, you see
"It was a speech on Washington."
"
j
"But but
"You arose and said that George
j
With Emphasis.
Washington was a great man."
Mistress (hastily sticking a finger
"And then I broke down and could
Into either ear) "Kittle, for heaven's say, no more."
sake! What does that frightful noisa
you
"That's why the club
and profanity in the kitchen mean?" these cigars because preints
knew
you
Kittle "Oh, that's nothln', ma'am! j enough to break down when you had
It's only cook rejectin' a propos'l av said enough."
i
marrij from the ashman!"
I

I

j

ent time as about 3,500 feet; the surface area of the outcrop is probably
Running Down Rumors
greater than 35,000 square feet.. The
"Do you think women would imjprovs
rack weighs approximately 175 pounds
to the cubic foot, so that an acre of politics?"
"Well," replied Mr. Growcher,
ground underlain to the depth of 1 listening to the conversation on tha
foot would contain about 3,800 short fintif Tmroh T'11 anv thta fni-- thorn Tf
tons of alunite. The area at present!
,nvegtlgat,on they.u
they ever at&n
estimated for this deposit is somewhat find out something."
less than an acre, and if it averages
only 10 feet in width It would contain
CAUGHT THE FEVER.
approximately 300,000 tons of the rock
for each 100 "eet of depth so long as
the deposit
maintains
Its sur
face dimensions and quality. Estimating the recoverable potash at 10 per
cent of this ore, each 100 feet In depth
would yield 30,000 tons In terms of,
the theoretical K. O. Thiu 100 feet of
this vein expressed commercially rep
resents perhaps only a sixth of the annual Imports of potash salts.
Among other observations, W. '' T.
Schaller adds the following to the re- -'
nnrt. nt tho nnftlvnla nt tho Marvavalo
rock:
"The water and that portion of the
sulphuric acid combined with the alumina are driven off by Ignition, so '
d
of the remaining
that about
residue (55.6 per cent of the original
material) is soluble potassium
s
Insoluble aluml-- '
phate and
nam oxide."
j
He waa knocked down by
It seems, therefore, that little diffM anWicks
auto, you know. Got $3,000 dam
culty should he encountered in estab- ages from the fellow.
lishing a practical process for the reDicks The idea! I wonder what
duction of alunite by which potash
he'll do with the money?
may be obtained as the sulphate, one
Wicks Ob, he's spent It Bought
of Us most desirable ' commercial the fellow's car wlth. lt

BOARD

one-thir-

In

case

any one wants a window open," replied the facetious man. Red Hen.

Entirely Different.
"They tell me your son Is studying
music."
"Yes; he Is taking lessons."
"What Is he going to be?"
"He Is going to be a fiddler, but at
first we had hopes of making a vlo
linist out of him."

days, Fireman's

Hall. H. Fore map,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Tanner.

Santa Fe Cam
13514,

IIP

A.

M. W.

neets second Tuesday each month, so
clal meeting tUro
Tuesday at Elk
Hall. Vlsting neigh

Gloomy Outlook.
"I'd hate to live In a small town."
"I suppose you have reasons."
"Yes. Just Imagine what it woulJ borg welcome.
L. G. WHITTIER,
be like to be deathly sick with the
CHAS.
A.
RISING. Clerk.
en.
In
town your worst
only doctor
emy."

Consul

Santa Fe Camp

No
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of

Danger Ahead In the Kitchen.
Mrs. Knicker How did the cook
give warning?
Mrs. flocker She put one of those
"Stop! Look! Listen!" signs in the
kitchen.

each
month; social meeting third

Tuesday
HalL

at Elks'

Vislilns
welcome

neighbors
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle

EASY GETTING IN THEN.

FLORENCE RISING.

Recorder.
' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Or at Santa Fe, N.

M.

November 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on Octo

ber

18, 1906,

made homestead

10134

No 078S8, for Si3
section 35, town
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian.
has .filed notice of intention to make
final five-yeproof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver U. S. Land Of.
flee, at Santa Fe, N. M on tho 2Ctb
day of December, 1911.
1--

ar

Poet I lived three weeks on thai
last poem of mine.
Artist Then the editor took it?
Poet Oh, no; hut he threw me
4owd six flights of stairs and I waa
In the hospital three weeks.

Claimant names as witness:
Euloglo Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Sando' Mr. Wilson
How did an old alnaci Fillberto Martinez, Francisco
N. M.
like you, Rastus, ever manage to eel val, all of Lamy,
MANUEL OTERO.
-

Into ehurchT
Rastus I'm one ob de charter mem
hers, sah.

Happy Ending.
Gunner Yes, Bilkins was the shy-sa- t
bachelor you ever saw. That Is
why they introduced Mm to Miss
She was sort of a hint to
matrimony, you know.
'
Guyer And how did It enff
!
Gunner Oh, he took the Jdnt

All hall the man of kindly parts.
Of peace the prop:
The fellow who, whate'er he atarta.

Knows when to stop.

h.

.

Register.
MEN AND

Hurrah for Him.

two-third-

i

those are put there

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thurs

AND LODGING.

!

-'

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

with the ax, hammer, crowbar and so
forth on these cms?" asked the traveler.

"To strike

Tho Way.

in"

"Is the way to win out"

WOMEN

WANTE

FOE GO VEINKENT POSITIONS.

Free booklet tall about M0.000 '
protected positions In U. 8. Clvti tor.
More than 40,000 vaeaclaa
vice.
every year, . lifetime
employment
.

Essy to

get Just ask for wmlR

Nsw Mexico Civtl
tlon booklet
vies cheol, Albuquerque, N. K
46X

Sit

tz.

page eight
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F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

GROCERY, BAKERY AND MARKET.

Not

SALE-b-

a-SP- ECIAL

Prices will hold good so long

on

all K. C. Meats.

Loin, Porterhouse T Bone and Short
Round Steak and Rib Roasts,

Pot Roast
Pork Chops,
Pork, all other cuts
Veal Chops and Cutlets,
Veal, all other cuts,

these

ut

22c

Cuts,

Chuck Steak,

15c

.

.

.

.

.

12

1- -2

12

1- -2

17

2c

12

2c

20c
to 15c
20c
to 15c

Cut Prices on Lamb, Mutton and all Sausages

WE RECOMMEND

(Continued from Page Five.)
Mrs. Eva C. Redmond, whose home
near Espanola, came in today to do
seme shopping.
Editor James S. Black of the Albuquerque Morning Journal was an arrival on the noon train.
Miss Amelia McFie arrived last
where she
night from Albuquerque
has been attending school. She will
spend the Christmas recess here with
her parents.
J. B. McManus, attorney, J. H.
Smith, U. S. marshal, Colonel E. W
Dobson, attorney, were late arrivals
this afternoon from Albuquerque. They
ccme to attend the supreme court ses
sion.
Judge Ira A. Abbott recessed the
district court at Albuquerque Saturday, after a week's session, hearing
civil cases in chambers; to attend the
sessions of the supreme court In
Santa Fe. He arrived this noon.
S. B. Davis, member of the constitutional convention and well known
attorney of Las Vegas arrived from
the Meadow City on Saturday and registered at the Palace. He is likely
to be appointed U. S. district attorney
for New Mexico.
A. P. Marwick, secretary of the Y.
M. C. A. of Las Vegas, filled the pulpit of the Rev. J. M. Shimer of St.
John's Methodi"
Episcopal church
yesterday and spoke at the High
School this morning. He leaves todaj
for his home in Las Vegas.
W. Goff Black of Aztec, and W. A.
Ponsford of Denver, arrived last evening from Denver, and were busy today
in the office of Territorial Engineer
is

as there is no advance on market

"Reduced Prices"

PERSONttJpTION.

TO YOU THE

GRUEN
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

W5 have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14-- and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."
92.. ..Phone.. ..92

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTEPerfect service in our watch
is our hobby.

repair-departme-

IS

nt

J

Try it.

o

z

s DAVID LOWITZKI,

mm

JUST RECEIVED

u
m
mi
mi
01

I

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.

Z

New and

3

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Ml 11I

a-

o

c

92.. .Phone ..92

n

MONDAY,

Charles D. Miller straightening out irrigation tangles in San Juan county.
They will leave for home tomorrow.
Miss Bertha Wallace and Lloyd Taylor, both of 614 South Arno street,
stole a march on their friends yesterday morning, departing on train No.
li) for Santa Fe, where they were
married. They will make their home
in Albuquerque. Albuquerque Journal
Miss Inez Rolph whose home is in
Illinois, and who is a student of the
University of New Mexico at Albuquerque, is a guest of Miss Helen
Harrison, daughter of Dr. CO. Harrison, also a student of the university.
The two young ladies will remain in
Santa Fe until after the inauguration.
John B. Gill, an expert entomologist
o the Department of Agriculture,
spent Sunday in the capital. He is on
his way to Roswell where he will continue his war on insects of the orchards of that section of the territory.
Mr. Gill has been working in the territory for some time along the line of
the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.

f
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Christmas Gifts to suit everybody,

at Fischer

5ANTA FE, N. M.

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

cratic candidate

Delgado,

1464.

1669
Demo-

Massaging,

CLARENDON GARDENS

X

73

votes, and Manuel

NOTICE.

meeting of the Board of County
Commissioners will' be held at the
court house at Santa Fe, on Tuesday.
December 26, 10 a. m., to conclude the
business for the present year.
A

FLOWERS!

St

X
X

Drug Company.
Boy Scouts The boy scouts will
hold a meeting Thurday.
Her Awakening, a Biograph, and a
good one, at the Elks' tonight.
See our new oil lamp, so economical
in the use of oil, that Rockefeller refused to touch it, at GOEBELS.
Do You Want Hose that wear, guaranteed to wear. Read advertisement
of Julius Gerdes on page five.
cotton rags-f- our
WANTED Clean
cents per pound. New Mexican
office.
Another Week of Bargains at the
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company. See
advertisement on page seven.
Remember, It's only a picture show
at the Elks' tonight. Prices, 10 and
15 cents.
Reception .Robes and Wraps, exclusive designs, at moderate prices. The
W. H. Goebel Co.
A
Board of County Commissioners
meeting of the board of county com--

candidate for clerk received

for coming home late from a dance,
daughSophia Gabler, the
ter of Valentine Gabler of Coffeyville,
Kans., president of a glass company,
drank carbolic acid yesterday. She
died shortly afterward.

Manicuring,

X

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 18.
The weather for New Mexico
3t is snow tonight and probably
X Tuesday. Cold wave in north
X portion tonight; colder Tues- X day; warmer in southeast por- X tion tonight.
S

at

St. Vincent's on Sat
Mulligan & Rising,
the funeral directors, shipped the remains to St. Louis, Mo., where interment took place.
Ortiz Has 205 Majority A typographical error in the Santa Fe election returns on Saturday caused some
comment.
M. A. Ortiz.
Republican
days ago. died
urday evening.

I. SPARKS,
LETS HAVE IT.
Chairman.
Manager Stanton says he has re- GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Clerk.
ceived a communication from the ofshoppers.
fice of the United Play Company sayMarried at Roswell Miss Bernice ing that it was just possible they
Saunders and Ervien E. Dunn, a might be able to arrange a date for
young businessman, were married at "The Lion and the Mouse." These are
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Roswell yesterday by Rev. P. H. Mc the kind and quality of attractions we
Dowell.
want in our city.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
Exercises at Public
Christmas
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
Schools There will be exercises in FATHER WOULD NOT LET
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
all the public schools Friday afternoon
HER GO TO DANCE. kinds of
hair work done.
to which all parents and friends are
Because her fatherreprlmandedher
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
invited.
Because her father reprimanded her
Phone 6075
343 San Francisco 8t
Inspect our stock before buying
your holiday presents. We are quite
sure we can suit your wants. Fisch--:
er Drug Co.
Suit for Divorce A suit for divorce
was filed this morning by Esquipula
Tafoya, against Ciriaca Tafoya, his
wife, of Rio Arriba county, on the
grounds of desertion.
AT THE
The Morgan Livery stable has
hands.
The
present
again changed
owner is J. R. Creath, who comes
He brings his
from Ortiz, N. M.
Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
wife and three little girls. The lat
ter will attend school after the Christmas holidays.
Board of Trade Meeting An import
ant meeting of the Santa Fe Chamber
o Commerce is to be held Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in the assembly
room at the Palace of the Governors.
Clansman Canceled The appear
ance of the Clansman, booked for thii
evening at the Elks' Theater, has
been canceled and the regular moving picture show will be given instead.
On
of
We have some especially dainty In
we
s
one
fant Sets for the wee little
Fischer Drug Company.
Christmas.

BinPJ

U
O
73

missioners to wind up the year's business will be held on Tuesday, December 26.
Fancy boxes of Cigars, fine Meerschaum Pipes and Pipe Sets, Military
Brushes for the gentlemen's Christmas, are offered at reasonable prices,
at Fischer Drug Company.
S. Spitz, the jeweler, wishes his
many patrons a merry Christmas in
his change of advertisement today. See
page four. Bargains galore.
Seligman Brothers Store Open Even
ingsThe store of Seligman Brothers
will be open every evening this week
for the accommodation of Christmas

DECEMBER 18, 1911.

This $48.50 Peninsular Range
$35.50 Poring Our Sale Only.
JBB

Tonight's program at the Elks',
"The Mission Waif," "Town Hall ToOne
night," and "Her Awakening."
show, 10 and 15c.
Married in Santa Fe A marriage li
cense was granted Saturday by George
W. Armijo, clerk of the probate court,
to Lloyd Taylor, 27 years old, of Otto
N. M, and Bertha Wallace, aged 25
years, of Albuquerque.
Cold

Wave

Predicted

Snow

Is

predicted tonight to be followed by another cold wave. Yesterday was a
windy day with a maximum temperature of 41 and a minimum temperature
last night of 35 degrees.
Fancy Bottles of Perfume, Dainty
Manicure Sets, and fancy packages of
finest Candy are some of the Christmas suggestions for my lady. Fischer Drug Company are headquarters
for the best in these lines.
Death of Healthseeker Arthur. C.
j
Kinsey, aged 24 years, who came to
Santa Fe with his mother only a few

1

account the bad
weather have decided
to extend the sale ail
this week. Sale will positively close Saturday,

December 16th.
We have only one of
these ranges, and we
are pricing it at this low
figure to dispose of it.
If you are in need of a
range here is a bargain.
This Range for Cash Only at This Price.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Go.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

j

IB) Jivy7

THE

BIG

STORE

HEN'S HOSIERY
E HAVE a beau

swsswfl

jo sa

jots oj )S3jap

PY

!A

005$ fnv OO'ti '091$ 9Z'ti
'SUJdHCd

4SmS pUB SJOOyVV AbllBJ 4Sp3S
40y ui Vsuo a3u aqj. noXAvoqs sn
'Sjdssajp poo3 Aq ujoav aq sCbmh? av puu
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S9

si-qS- ij

--

i

i

AVOU

SmMoqs pjpiKqds b gAVH

of course, durable and satisfactory in every
way. For cold feet we have wool, camel's
hair, silk and cashmereall grades.

to $1.5
lis Store

is the Home of Hart, Schaffoer

sa tony

mis

& Marx Clothes

Christmas Neckwear.

AV3U

tiful assortment of Suiioo qojj
sABMn?S!
Xauuj sqx
Hosiery for Men who
A AON Vd t
like to dress their feet
sisa
well. New and exclu
oo'f$ 0ST$ 'STI$ 'uoissaDOjd aqj
sive patterns in smart puB
qjiM dn daa o; jubav noX ji 'ubw jW
effects, swell enough to 'JS9A a;iiAV b jiisZjfa aq uiso sv zmos
pm?q pm? ;q2jj Xjpgxa ;ti3 'bm9)biu
dresser.
please any good
3qBi?BAt Sdq uiojj apBiu pajreajg
Come and see our swell d2us puc aiqnoQ
j.uib 'HS
noX
SU0SB9S
AOU5f
footery;
lB jb iujbav s;saA nmM jo A A
MEDIUM GRADE HOSIERY

THE BIG STORE

pin?

31 lL

hjm
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F THFRE IS A MAN ON EARTH who could
not use, and who would not be glad to
a new TI E for a Christmas Gift,
where is he? We would like to see him.
re-rei-

ve

IT'S ELEGANT
Yes, it's elegant?

That is the only word

that covers the state and the only way we can
describe our Christmas Neckwear Display.
Every smart, swagger shape, every new pat
tern in silk, every new kink is here.
Ascots, Bows, Fecks, Puffs, Straight
Ties, Imperials, etc. AH are herein new designs.
Four-in-han- ds,

OUR NECKWEAR DISPLAY

alone is well worth coming to see.
Whatever is " IT" in Neckwear, we've
got. Regardless of whatever else, you
may buy him, you can't miss it, if you
,
.
buy him a Christmas Tie.

Call and Look Them Over.

